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ABSTRACT

In this study, we use the cross-impact analysis to build a descriptively probabilistic relationship between mutant von Hippel-Lindau protein and its clinical outcome after quantifying mutant von Hippel-Lindau proteins with the amino-acid distribution probability, then we use the Bayesian equation to determine the probability that the von Hippel-Lindau disease occurs under a mutation, and finally we attempt to distinguish the classifications of clinical outcomes as well as the endocrine and nonendocrine neoplasia induced by mutations of von Hippel-Lindau protein. The results show that a patient has 9/10 chance of being von Hippel-Lindau disease when a new mutation occurs in von Hippel-Lindau protein, the possible distinguishing of classifications of clinical outcomes using modeling, and the explanation of the endocrine and nonendocrine neoplasia in modeling view.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Perhaps, the first step to study the genotype-phenotype relationship is to determine a protein in relation to a disease, and the second step would be to build a quantitative relationship between mutant protein and its clinical outcome. Then we may be in the position to predict the clinical outcome based on such a quantitative relationship, even to predict new functions led by new mutations.

Thus, we need the methods, which can quantify a protein sequence as a numeric sequence in order to build a quantitative relationship. In fact, we have various ways to quantify a protein sequence, for example, to use the physicochemical property of amino acid to quantify a protein sequence [1].

Since 1999, we have developed three approaches to quantify each amino acid in a protein as well as a whole protein (for reviews, see [2,3,4]), and our quantifications indeed differ before and after mutation, thus it is possible to use our approaches to build a quantitative relationship between changed primary structure and changed function of protein.

In 1911 and 1926, von Hippel and Lindau described the von Hippel-Lindau disease [5,6], later on Melmon and Rosen established the notion of the von Hippel-Lindau disease [7], which is an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by cerebellar, spinal cord, and retinal hemangioblastomas; cysts of the kidney, pancreas, liver, and epididymis; and has an increased frequency of renal cancer (renal cell carcinoma or hypernephroma), pancreatic cancer, and pheochromocytoma [8,9,10]. The von Hippel-Lindau disease has a birth incidence of about 1 in 36000 and about 20% of cases arise as de novo mutations without a family history [11,12].

The von Hippel-Lindau disease tumor suppressor gene was identified in 1993 [13], of which mutations are the major cause for developing the von Hippel-Lindau disease. Pathologically relevant is inactivation of the von Hippel-Lindau gene and subsequent loss of the function of the von Hippel-Lindau protein, and Elongin B, C complex [14,15]. The dysfunction of the ubiquitination of hypoxia-inducible factors is an important step in the development of various tumors [15,16,17,18,19]. Also, a recent study elucidated the role of NGF/JunB/ EglN3-related pathways in developmental apoptosis linking to tumourigenesis [20].

Clinically the von Hippel-Lindau disease is classified into two types: type I without pheochromocytoma and type II with pheochromocytoma [10,17]. On the other hand, more than 300 different von Hippel-Lindau muta-
tions have been described at DNA level [21,22,23,24], and more than 100 at protein level. It would be great helpful if we can build a quantitative relationship between von Hippel-Lindau protein mutation and von Hippel-Lindau disease status, that is, the relationship between mutant protein and its clinical outcome.

In this study, we build a descriptively quantitative relationship between changed primary structure of mutated von Hippel-Lindau protein and the classification of its clinical outcome, distinguish the classifications of clinical outcomes as well as the endocrine and nonendocrine neoplasia induced by mutations of von Hippel-Lindau protein.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Data
The human von Hippel-Lindau disease tumor suppressor with total 132 mutations (accession number P40337; December 4, 2007; Entry version 91) is obtained from UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry [25]. Among them, 123 are missense point mutations, 7 deletions and 3 insertions.

2.2. Amino-Acid Distribution Probability

Among three approaches developed by us, the amino-acid distribution probability is mainly related to the positions of amino acids along the protein, which is suitable for mutation analysis, and we have used this approach in a number of our previous studies [2,3,4,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44]. The quantification is developed along such a thought, for example, how do two amino acids distribute along a protein sequence? Our intuition may suggest that there would be one amino acid in the first half of the sequence and another one in the second half. If in fact, there are only three possible distributions, 1) both amino acids are in the first half, 2) one amino acid is in each half and 3) both amino acids are in the second half. Thus, each distribution has the probability of 1/3. If we do not distinguish either the first half or second half but are simply interested in whether both amino acids are in both halves or in any half, there will be the probability of 1/2 for each distribution.

If we are interested in the distribution probability of three amino acids in a protein, we naturally imagine to grouping the protein into three partitions, and our intuition may suggest that each partition contains an amino acid. If we do not distinguish the first, second and third partition, actually there are totally three types of distributions, i.e. 1) each amino acid is in each partition, 2) two amino acids are in a partition and an amino acid is in another partition, and 3) three amino acids are in a partition.

In this situation, the distribution probability can be calculated according to the statistical mechanics, which classifies the distribution of elementary particles in energy states according to three assumptions of whether distinguishing each particle and energy state, i.e. Maxwell-Boltzmann, Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein assumptions [45]. We actually use the Maxwell-Boltzmann assumption for computing amino-acid distribution probability, which is equal to

$$\frac{r!}{r_1!r_2!\ldots r_n!} \times n^{-r}$$

where $r$ is the number of amino acids, $n$ is the number of partitions, $r_i$ is the number of amino acids in the $n$-th partition, $q_n$ is the number of partitions with the same number of amino acids, and $!$ is the factorial function.

Thus, the distribution probabilities are different for these three types of distributions of three amino acids, say, 0.2222 for 1), 0.6667 for 2) and 0.1111 for 3).

Clearly the protein can only adopt one type of distribution for these three amino acids, which is the actual distribution probability.

For four amino acids, there are five distributions, 1) each partition contains an amino acid, 2) a partition contains two amino acids and two partitions contain an amino acid each, 3) two partitions contain two amino acids each, 4) a partition contains an amino acid and a partition contains three amino acids, and 5) a partition contains four amino acids. Their distribution probabilities are 0.0938 for 1), 0.5625 for 2), 0.1406 for 3), 0.1875 for 4), and 0.0156 for 5). Furthermore, there are seven distributions for five amino acids, 11 distributions for six amino acids, 15 distributions for seven amino acids, and so on.

2.3. Quantification of Wild-Type von Hippel-Lindau Protein

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acid</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Distribution probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.0422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.2142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With respect to the wild-type von Hippel-Lindau protein, for example, there are eight glutamines “Q” in von Hippel-Lindau protein (Table 1). We may ask how these eight Qs distribute along the von Hippel-Lindau protein? According to the problem of the occupancy of subpopulations and partitions [45], the simple way to answer this question is to imagine that we would divide the von Hippel-Lindau protein into eight equal partitions, and each partition has about 27 amino acids (213/8 = 26.625) because the von Hippel-Lindau protein is composed of 213 amino acids, then there would be 22 configurations for all the possible distributions of eight Qs (Table 2).

Here, we calculate two distribution probabilities in Table 2 as example according to the above equation. For eight Qs equally distribute in each partition (the second row in Table 2), we have \( q_0 = 0, q_1 = 8, \ldots, q_8 = 0 \); and \( r_1 = 1, r_2 = 1, \ldots, r_8 = 1 \). Thus, we have the distribution probability,

\[
\frac{8!}{0 \times 8! \times 0 \times 0 \times 0 \times 0 \times 0 \times 0!} \times \frac{8!}{40320} \times \frac{8!}{40320} \times \frac{8!}{1} \times \frac{8!}{16777216} = 0.0024
\]

Clearly, the von Hippel-Lindau protein can adopt only one distribution pattern, which is that two partitions contain zero Q, five partitions contain one Q and one partition contains three Qs (the fourth row in Table 2).

So we have \( q_0 = 2, q_1 = 5, q_2 = 0, q_3 = 1, q_4 = 0, q_5 = 0, q_6 = 0, q_7 = 0, q_8 = 0 \); and \( r_1 = 0, r_2 = 0, r_3 = 1, r_4 = 1, r_5 = 1, r_6 = 1, r_7 = 1, r_8 = 3 \), that is,

\[
\frac{8!}{2 \times 5! \times 0! \times 0! \times 0! \times 0! \times 0! \times 0!} \times \frac{8!}{40320} \times \frac{8!}{40320} \times \frac{8!}{2 \times 120 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1} \times \frac{8!}{1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 1 \times 6} \times \frac{1}{16777216} = 0.0673
\]

In such a manner, we can quantify each amino acid in wild-type von Hippel-Lindau protein. Thereafter, we can assign these probabilities to each amino acid in the von Hippel-Lindau protein as shown in Figure 1, from which we get the visual sense of how these distribution probabilities go along the von Hippel-Lindau protein, and more importantly we can sum up these distribution probabilities together for all 213 amino acids in the protein.

Actually, the Maxwell-Bolzmann assumption provides us a way to estimate the position of amino acid in a protein, because there is a standard method for the computation using Maxwell-Bolzmann assumption, which saves us from inventing new computational methods. Moreover, the primary structure is the base for higher-level structure, thus any mutation in primary structure would lead to the change in distribution probability, in higher-level structure, and finally the biological function. This is the biological meaning of use of Maxwell-Bolzmann assumption for quantify-

### Table 2. All possible distributions of eight glutamines in von Hippel-Lindau protein. (Bold and italic is the real distribution.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition 1</th>
<th>Partition 2</th>
<th>Partition 3</th>
<th>Partition 4</th>
<th>Partition 5</th>
<th>Partition 6</th>
<th>Partition 7</th>
<th>Partition 8</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.002403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.6076e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.6703e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.7684e-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.3646e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.4460e-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0841</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.2057e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.6076e-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1683e-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.8692e-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4. Quantification of Mutated von Hippel-Lindau Proteins

The calculation in the above subsection is referred to the amino-acid distribution probability before mutation, say, the amino-acid distribution probability in wild-type von Hippel-Lindau protein. Obviously any point mutation leads an amino acid to change to another one, which certainly would change the distribution pattern of both original and mutated amino acids, thus the amino-acid distribution probability would differ for both original and mutated amino acids between before and after mutation.

For example, the missense mutations at the CpG mutation hotspot at codon 167 can mutate arginine “R” to glycine “G”, or glutamine “Q” or tryptophan “W” [13, 46] leading to type I-II, type II and type II von Hippel-Lindau disease, respectively. In above subsection, we have calculated the distribution probability of Qs (Table 2) before mutation, and now we show the calculation of distribution probability after R167Q mutation.

After this mutation, there are nine Qs in the von Hippel-Lindau mutant (Table 3), for which we have

\[
\frac{9!}{5! \times 1! \times 2! \times 0! \times 0! \times 0! \times 2!} \times \frac{0! \times 0! \times 0! \times 2! \times 1! \times 3! \times 3!}{9!} = 0.0197
\]

while its distribution probability before this mutation is 0.0673, so the mutation decreases the distribution probability of Q. On the other hand, there are 20 and 19 Rs before and after this mutation. Their distribution probabilities are 0.0067 and 0.0030 before and after mutation, so this mutation decreases the distribution probability of R, too. The overall effect for this mutation is (0.0030–0.0067)+ (0.0197–0.0673)=–0.0513, that is, the mutation reduces the distribution probability for von Hippel-Lindau protein.

Since von Hippel-Lindau protein functions as whole, we can calculate the change led by the mutation in following way. The sum of all the distribution probability is 19.6114 in wide-type von Hippel-Lindau protein (Figure 1), while the above calculated mutation leads the sum of all the distribution probability to be 19.1731, thus this mutation results in 2.23% decrease in the measure [(19.1731–19.6114)/19.6114%].

In this way, we have the quantitative measure for the changed primary structure of von Hippel-Lindau mutants and we also have documented clinical manifestations induced by the mutations of von Hippel-Lindau protein, thus we can build a quantitative relationship between changed structure and clinical outcome.

2.5. Descriptively Probabilistic Relationship

For building quantitative relationship between mutation and clinical outcome, we use the descriptively probabilistic method, as our quantification is the amino-acid distribution probability and each individual mutation related to its clinical outcome is presented as frequency. Therefore, we use the cross-impact analysis to couple
them [35,47,48,49,50,51,52,53], because the amino-acid distribution probability either increases or decreases after mutation, which is a 2-possibility event, and the clinical outcome either occurs or does not occur after mutation, which is a yes-and-no event. Thereafter, we can use the Bayesian equation to calculate the probability of occurrence of clinical outcome under a mutation.

### 2.6. Classification of Clinical Outcomes

It is extremely challenging how to use a mathematical modeling to distinguish the clinical outcomes with respect to mutant von Hippel-Lindau protein because of the variety of clinical outcomes. In an effort towards solving this problem, we employ our second quantification, amino-acid pair predictability, whose relational and applications have been published intensively (for reviews, see [2,3,4]).

This quantification is based on permutation, and can be calculated in the following way. For example, there are 30 glutamic acids “E” and 20 Rs in von Hippel-Lindau protein, the predicted frequency of amino-acid pair ER would be $3 \times 20/213 \times 212 = 2.817$, while we do find three ERs in the protein, so the amino-acid pair ER is predictable. Still, the predicted frequency of EE would be $4 \times 29/213 \times 212 = 4.085$, but actually the EE appears nine times in reality. This is the case that the actual frequency is larger than its predicted one. In this manner, we can quantify a protein sequence according to the actual frequency is larger than its predicted one. In this category, we can see the combined results of changed structure and the clinical diagnosis, because the cross-impact analysis is particularly suited for two relevant events coupled together [35,47,48,49,50,51,52,53].

**Figure 2** displays the cross-impact analysis on the relationship between changed primary structure and von Hippel-Lindau disease. At the level of amino-acid distribution probability, $P(2)$ and $P(\overline{2})$ are the decreased and increased probabilities induced by mutations, and 53 and 79 mutations result in the distribution probability decreased and increased, respectively. At the level of clinical diagnosis: 1) $P(\overline{2}_{12})$ is the impact probability (conditional probability) that the von Hippel-Lindau disease is diagnosed under the condition of increased distribution probability, and 70 mutations have such an effect. 2) $P(T_{12})$ is the impact probability that other disease is diagnosed under the condition of increased distribution probability, and 9 mutations work in such a manner. 3) $P(1|2)$ is the impact probability that the von Hippel-Lindau disease is diagnosed under the condition of decreased distribution probability, and 44 mutations play such a role. 4) $P(T|2)$ is the impact probability that other disease is diagnosed under the condition of decreased distribution probability, and 9 mutations fall into this category. At the level of combined events, we can see the combined results of changed structure and von Hippel-Lindau disease.

**Table 4** lists the calculated probabilities with respect to Figure 2, from which several interesting points can be drawn. 1) As $P(\overline{2})$ is larger than $P(2)$, a mutation has a larger chance of increasing the distribution probability in von Hippel-Lindau mutant. 2) As $P(1|2)$ is much larger than $P(T|2)$, a mutation that increases the distribution probability has about nine tenth chance of being von Hippel-Lindau disease. 3) As $P(1|2)$ is much larger than $P(T|2)$, a mutation that decreases the distribution probability has much larger chance of being von Hippel-Lindau disease.

### 2.7. Statistics

The data are presented as mean±SD for normal distribution or median with interquatile range for non-normal distribution. The Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA and Chi-square are used for statistical inference, and $P < 0.05$ is considered significant.

## 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After computing amino-acid distribution probability in wild-type von Hippel-Lindau protein and in its 132 mutants, we have 132 changed amino-acid distribution probabilities. Firstly, we can use the cross-impact analysis to build a quantitative relationship between the increase/decrease of distribution probability after mutations and the clinical diagnosis, because the cross-impact analysis is particularly suited for two relevant events coupled together [35,47,48,49,50,51,52,53].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>VII</th>
<th>VIII</th>
<th>IX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before mutation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After mutation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Distribution pattern of glutamines before and after mutation at position 167 in von Hippel-Lindau protein.

Table 4. Computed probabilities in reference to the cross-impact analysis in Figure 2.

| $P(2)$ | $P(\overline{2})$ | $P(1|2)$ | $P(T|2)$ |
|--------|---------------|----------|---------|
| 0.53/132±0.41 | 0.04/132±0.59 | 0.10/132±0.88 | 0.67/132±0.23 |
Muta- tion probability increases \((n = 79)\)

Probability decreases \((n = 53)\)

\[ P(2) = 1 - P(2) \]

**Distribution probability (event 2)**

**Clinical diagnosis (event 1)**

**Combined event**

Other disease \((n = 9)\)

VHL disease \((n = 44)\)

VHL disease \((n = 70)\)

Other disease \((n = 9)\)

\[ P(12) = \frac{70}{132} \]

\[ P(1) = \frac{9}{132} \]

\[ P(1|2) = \frac{44}{132} \]

\[ P(1|2) = 1 - P(1|2) \]

\[ P(12) = 1 - P(12) \]

**Figure 2.** Cross-impact relationship among von Hippel-Lindau protein mutation, changed amino-acid distribution probability, and clinical diagnosis.

Secondly, we use the Bayes’ law

\[ P(1|2) = \frac{P(2|1) \cdot P(1)}{P(2)} \]

which indicates the probabilities of occurrences of two events [54], to determine the probability, \(P(1)\), von Hippel-Lindau disease under a mutation, because \(P(2)\) and \(P(1|2)\) have already been defined in cross-impact analysis, while \(P(2|1)\) is the probability that the distribution probability decreases under the condition that the von Hippel-Lindau disease is diagnosed.

As \(P(1|2) = \frac{44}{53} = 0.8302\) (Table 4), and \(P(2|1) = \frac{44}{(44+70)} = 0.3860\),

\[ P(1) = \frac{P(1|2) \cdot P(2)}{P(2|1)} = \frac{0.8302 \times 0.4015}{0.3860} = 0.8635 \]

namely, the patient has nine tenth chance of being von Hippel-Lindau disease when a new mutation is found in von Hippel-Lindau protein.

Among patients with von Hippel-Lindau disease, about 40% of mutations are genomic deletions and the rest are predominantly truncating or missense mutations, which do not occur within the first 53 amino acids [55,56]. In this study, we focus on the mutations of von Hippel-Lindau protein. From a probabilistic viewpoint, our results indicate the chance of being diagnosed as the von Hippel-Lindau disease when a new von Hippel-Lindau mutant occurs.

The von Hippel-Lindau disease is characterized by marked phenotypic variability [57,58], due to mosaicism [59], modifier effects [60], and mainly allelic heterogeneity [61]. All these result in complicated clinical classifications. Thus, we use the predictable portion of amino-acid pairs to model the classifications.

**Figure 3** illustrates the classification with respect to the predictable portion of amino-acid pairs. Although there are large overlaps among classifications, our quantification already distinguishes them to some degree. For example, in comparison with von Hippel-Lindau disease, our quantification shows relatively lower in pheochromocytoma and higher in other disorders \((P=0.079, \text{ Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA})\). The lack of statistical significance is certainly, in part, due to few cases in some groups, however the trend is clear, which paves the way for further classification using more sophisticated mathematical models.

Genotype-phenotype relationships have revealed that a certain number of missense mutations are associated with a high risk of pheochromocytoma but the mutations that totally loss their functions are associated with a low risk. Most patients with type II von Hippel-Lindau disease have missense mutations whereas the large dele-
Figure 3. Predictable portion of amino-acid pairs induced by mutations of von Hippel-Lindau protein in pheochromocytoma (Pheo), von Hippel-Lindau disease and other disorders. The data are presented as median with an interquartile range ($P = 0.079$, Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA).

Figure 4. Distribution of changed amino-acid distribution probability in endocrine and nonendocrine neoplasia induced by mutations of von Hippel-Lindau protein ($P = 0.094$, Chi-square).
tions and truncating mutations predominate in type I families [11,19,62,63]. Many missense mutations causing a type I phenotype are involved in the core hydrophobic residues and were predicted to disrupt protein structure, whereas type II phenotype missense mutations are involved in substitutions at a surface amino acid that does not cause a total loss of function [64,65].

Figure 4 displays the distribution of changed amino-acid distribution probability in endocrine neoplasia (pheochromocytoma, type II von Hippel-Lindau disease) and nonendocrine neoplasia (type I von Hippel-Lindau disease). As can be seen, the mutations that led to the endocrine neoplasia have the trend to increase the amino-acid distribution probability (upper panel), whereas the mutations that led to nonendocrine neoplasia have the effect to either increase or decrease the amino-acid distribution probability (lower panel). The difference between two panels is mainly considered from view of symmetry. As the x-axis is related to the number of von Hippel-Lindau mutations, this figure would be different when more mutations would be found in future, which might provide the much clearer pattern, although we did not find the statistical difference between two panels ($P=0.094$, Chi-square) now.

From a theoretical viewpoint, one could consider to calculate the distribution probability of all 19 potential types of mutations at each position of von Hippel-Lindau protein, and then find the link between mutations and clinical outcomes. However, the amount of computation is huge because it would be equal to $2.369 \times 10^{22}$ mutations ($10^{213}$), which is not only beyond the capacity of any computers, but also beyond the capacity for comparison. Actually, we really know that each position does not have 19 types of potential mutations, because this mutation process is governed by the translation probability between RNA codon and mutated amino acids [66, 67,68]. On the other hand, our study is focused on the documented data rather than the simulated data.

In this study, we use a single value, the sum of all distribution probability to represent the normal von Hippel-Lindau protein and its mutated proteins, respectively, because there is no other way to use a single value dynamically to represent a protein, namely, the value is different when a protein is different. Without such a measure, we cannot model a protein dynamically with its mutations. To the best of knowledge, currently it is only the accession number that can represent a protein uniquely, however it has nothing to do with the protein itself, i.e. composition, length, function, etc.

In general, one would hope to verify this type of study against the real-life cases, which is possible in future although it would deal with a large-scale collaboration because this type of diseases is not frequently seen in clinical settings, for example, the von Hippel-Lindau disease has a birth incidence of about 1 in 36 000 [11,12].

It will take years to verify what a theoretical study finds with fast-speed computational technique. Even, we cannot verify all the theoretical studies, for example, we cannot create another earth without global warming.

The implications of this study include two aspects. 1) The relationship between changed primary structure and changed function is very meaningful, because it provides the dynamic rather than static relationship between mutant protein and its function. This can furthermore provide us the basis for building a dynamic model to predict the new function in mutant proteins. Nevertheless, we need to quantify the proteins in order to build a dynamic model and this study is doing in such a way. 2) From the clinical viewpoint, the classification of von Hippel-Lindau disease as well as many mutation related diseases needs a considerable amount of clinical assays. Our approach can provide a probabilistic estimate for disease classification after determining which amino acid has mutated, because the primary structure of protein is the base for its high-level structure and function.
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